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Kenneth W Wright

I do believe that visually significant congenital cataracts should be treated aggressively with early surgery! However, I advocate surgery only if the cataract is truly visually significant. Small partial cataracts can often be treated with close observation or pupillary dilatation, possibly with part time occlusion therapy.

Early surgery for unilateral congenital cataracts—why?
Some might protest that visual results are notoriously poor after surgery for a unilateral congenital cataract. Why drag the family and child through all the turmoil required for the treatment of infantile cataracts for, at best, a “spare eye”? The answer is simple: two eyes are better than one. Two eyes give us a larger field of view, a reserve if one eye is lost, and that wonderful trait of binocular vision with stereopsis. Sure, you can get along with one eye but if there is any reasonable possibility for obtaining two functioning eyes, then we should go for it!

I have both a personal and a professional interest in unilateral cataract as my sister had technically successful unilateral congenital cataract surgery at 2½ years, followed by three strabismus surgeries. She had a childhood of being teased, an adult life of concern for her one good eye and corrected vision of counting fingers in the aphakic eye.

Can we realistically expect good visual outcomes in children who have unilateral congenital cataracts?

With aggressive treatment the visual prognosis is good, and there is even the possibility of obtaining binocular vision with stereoscopic acuity. Birch and Stager1 reported that a mean visual acuity of 20/60 (range 20/800–20/30) was achieved if surgery was performed before 2 months of age, whereas surgery after 2 months of age resulted in poor visual acuity, ranging from hand movements to 20/160. Thus, the prognosis for obtaining good visual function is possible if surgery is performed early, but horrible if done late after irreversible amblyopia occurs. Even so, one might argue that this is still only a “spare eye,” and that it is impossible to get the eyes to work together.

Historically, patients with unilateral congenital cataracts had a very poor prognosis for obtaining binocular fusion and many studies have reported that 100% of patients with unilateral congenital cataracts develop strabismus. However, in separate papers published in 1992, Wright et al and Gregg and Parks reported that good visual acuity, straight eyes, and good binocularity with stereopsis is possible in patients with unilateral congenital cataracts. The key to the excellent outcomes was the way the patients were treated.

Firstly, the patients had very early surgery and immediate placement of an aphakic contact lens usually by 4 weeks of age. The case reported by Gregg and Parks had cataract surgery with contact lens placement by the second day of life and ended up with 50 seconds of arc of stereoscopic acuity and visual acuity of 20/25 in the aphakic eye. In the paper of Wright et al, five of 13 (38%) patients with unilateral congenital cataracts operated early developed both good visual acuity and binocular fusion. In both the Wright et al and the Gregg and Parks studies, extended wear contact lenses were used not aphakic spectacles. Unilateral aphakic spectacles just do not do the job, as infants will never wear them full time and the unilateral magnification causes aniseikonia that disrupts binocular fusion. Intraocular lenses have the theoretical advantage of providing a constant clear retinal image but early experience in newborns has been discouraging, and they are not the standard of care in infants. For me, optimal treatment is early surgery and the contact lens placement by 2 weeks of age.

Secondly, both studies used immediate full time binocular light occlusion when the cataract was first identified. Binocular occlusion was continued until a clear retinal image was restored (that is, cataract surgery performed and the contact lens placed—usually within 1 week). Binocular light occlusion or bilateral patching has been shown to preserve
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Should we aggressively treat unilateral congenital cataracts? Parks5 in 1992 and more recently by Brown of Wright cataracts of undetermined onset. In the study results after surgery for monocular juvenile few weeks of life (Table 1). Clear retinal image established during the first patching is preferred in infants who have a necessary in older children with a cataract and fitting, Wright et al visual development (birth to 2 months of age) and for a duration of no longer than 2 weeks. Thirdly, after surgery and contact lens fitting, Wright et al and Gregg and Parks used part time monocular occlusion of the good eye (less than 50%) to treat amblyopia rather than the standard treatment of full time occlusion. For the first month or two, virtually no patching was performed, allowing for the development of binocular fusion. Full time monocular occlusion during early infancy destroys binocular visual development and guarantees development of strabismus. In addition, there is evidence that too much patching can actually reduce vision in the good eye (that is, the phakic eye). Full time patching may be necessary in older children with a cataract and strabismus (>1 year of age), but part time patching is preferred in infants who have a clear retinal image established during the first few weeks of life (Table 1).

The papers by Wright et al and Gregg and Parks in 1992 and more recently by Brown et al in 1999, clearly show that good vision and binocular fusion are not mutually exclusive, and that full time occlusion is not necessary if a clear retinal image is established in early infancy. These papers are important as they document that good visual acuity and binocular vision are obtainable through aggressive treatment (Fig 1).

Table 1  Patching scheme for unilateral congenital cataracts after early surgery (surgery by 1 month of age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (months)</th>
<th>Patching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>No patching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>1–2 hours/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>2–4 hours/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6</td>
<td>50% awake hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–12</td>
<td>Up to 80% as indicated based on vision assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visual cortical plasticity in the animal model and to be safe in human infants. Binocular occlusion is a way of postponing visual development until a clear retinal image can be established. I recommend binocular occlusion before surgery during the critical period of visual development (birth to 2 months of age) and for a duration of no longer than 2 weeks. Thirdly, after surgery and contact lens fitting, Wright et al and Gregg and Parks used part time monocular occlusion of the good eye (less than 50%) to treat amblyopia rather than the standard treatment of full time occlusion. For the first month or two, virtually no patching was performed, allowing for the development of binocular fusion. Full time monocular occlusion during early infancy destroys binocular visual development and guarantees development of strabismus. In addition, there is evidence that too much patching can actually reduce vision in the good eye (that is, the phakic eye). Full time patching may be necessary in older children with a cataract and strabismus (>1 year of age), but part time patching is preferred in infants who have a clear retinal image established during the first few weeks of life (Table 1).

The papers by Wright et al and Gregg and Parks in 1992 and more recently by Brown et al in 1999, clearly show that good vision and binocular fusion are not mutually exclusive, and that full time occlusion is not necessary if a clear retinal image is established in early infancy. These papers are important as they document that good visual acuity and binocular vision are obtainable through aggressive treatment (Fig 1).

What about older children with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts?

When an older child presents with a unilateral cataract it can be difficult to know whether the cataract was there during the critical period and, if so, to what extent the cataract interfered with visual development. Often, the clinician is unsure whether it is worthwhile removing the cataract in a child who presents late after the critical period of visual development. Should we be aggressive in treating these children who present late with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts? This time the answer is sometimes. Kushner reported relatively good results after surgery for monocular juvenile cataracts of undetermined onset. In the study of Wright et al all patients presented after 10 months of age and were treated with lensectomy and aphakic contact lenses. Eighteen patients underwent surgery for a unilateral cataract and, of these, approximately 40% obtained a visual acuity of 20/60 or better. Unilateral cataracts having an especially good prognosis include lamellar cataracts, posterior lenticonus, and persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous. These types of cataracts are often partial at birth and can progress over time, thus allowing for early visual development. Another indication for a good prognosis was the presence of straight eyes in these children. Approximately 50% of patients with a presumed unilateral congenital cataract who had straight eyes and no strabismus obtained visual acuity of 20/40 or better. The presence of straight eyes indicates that the cataract was only partially obstructing the visual axis during the critical period of visual development indicating a relatively good visual prognosis.

Indications for surgery—is the cataract visually significant?

It is often difficult to determine whether a partial cataract is visually significant in preverbal children. Neonates less than 8 weeks of age normally have poor smooth pursuit eye movements and have not yet developed central fixation. Because of this, testing for fixation is not very useful. Infant vision tests such as preferential looking and pattern visual evoked potential are also unreliable and difficult to obtain during the neonatal period. Neonates do not fully accommodate and it is difficult to maintain their attention on the pattern stimulus. The most useful information comes from objective evaluation of the morphology of the visual cortical plasticity in the animal model and to be safe in human infants. Binocular occlusion is a way of postponing visual development until a clear retinal image can be established. I recommend binocular occlusion before surgery during the critical period of visual development (birth to 2 months of age) and for a duration of no longer than 2 weeks. Thirdly, after surgery and contact lens fitting, Wright et al and Gregg and Parks used part time monocular occlusion of the good eye (less than 50%) to treat amblyopia rather than the standard treatment of full time occlusion. For the first month or two, virtually no patching was performed, allowing for the development of binocular fusion. Full time monocular occlusion during early infancy destroys binocular visual development and guarantees development of strabismus. In addition, there is evidence that too much patching can actually reduce vision in the good eye (that is, the phakic eye). Full time patching may be necessary in older children with a cataract and strabismus (>1 year of age), but part time patching is preferred in infants who have a clear retinal image established during the first few weeks of life (Table 1).

The papers by Wright et al and Gregg and Parks in 1992 and more recently by Brown et al in 1999, clearly show that good vision and binocular fusion are not mutually exclusive, and that full time occlusion is not necessary if a clear retinal image is established in early infancy. These papers are important as they document that good visual acuity and binocular vision are obtainable through aggressive treatment (Fig 1).

What about older children with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts?

When an older child presents with a unilateral cataract it can be difficult to know whether the cataract was there during the critical period and, if so, to what extent the cataract interfered with visual development. Often, the clinician is unsure whether it is worthwhile removing the cataract in a child who presents late after the critical period of visual development. Should we be aggressive in treating these children who present late with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts? This time the answer is sometimes. Kushner reported relatively good results after surgery for monocular juvenile cataracts of undetermined onset. In the study of Wright et al all patients presented after 10 months of age and were treated with lensectomy and aphakic contact lenses. Eighteen patients underwent surgery for a unilateral cataract and, of these, approximately 40% obtained a visual acuity of 20/60 or better. Unilateral cataracts having an especially good prognosis include lamellar cataracts, posterior lenticonus, and persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous. These types of cataracts are often partial at birth and can progress over time, thus allowing for early visual development. Another indication for a good prognosis was the presence of straight eyes in these children. Approximately 50% of patients with a presumed unilateral congenital cataract who had straight eyes and no strabismus obtained final visual acuity of 20/40 or better. The presence of straight eyes indicates that the cataract was only partially obstructing the visual axis during the critical period of visual development indicating a relatively good visual prognosis.

Indications for surgery—is the cataract visually significant?

It is often difficult to determine whether a partial cataract is visually significant in preverbal children. Neonates less than 8 weeks of age normally have poor smooth pursuit eye movements and have not yet developed central fixation. Because of this, testing for fixation is not very useful. Infant vision tests such as preferential looking and pattern visual evoked potential are also unreliable and difficult to obtain during the neonatal period. Neonates do not fully accommodate and it is difficult to maintain their attention on the pattern stimulus. The most useful information comes from objective evaluation of the morphology of the visual cortical plasticity in the animal model and to be safe in human infants. Binocular occlusion is a way of postponing visual development until a clear retinal image can be established. I recommend binocular occlusion before surgery during the critical period of visual development (birth to 2 months of age) and for a duration of no longer than 2 weeks. Thirdly, after surgery and contact lens fitting, Wright et al and Gregg and Parks used part time monocular occlusion of the good eye (less than 50%) to treat amblyopia rather than the standard treatment of full time occlusion. For the first month or two, virtually no patching was performed, allowing for the development of binocular fusion. Full time monocular occlusion during early infancy destroys binocular visual development and guarantees development of strabismus. In addition, there is evidence that too much patching can actually reduce vision in the good eye (that is, the phakic eye). Full time patching may be necessary in older children with a cataract and strabismus (>1 year of age), but part time patching is preferred in infants who have a clear retinal image established during the first few weeks of life (Table 1).

The papers by Wright et al and Gregg and Parks in 1992 and more recently by Brown et al in 1999, clearly show that good vision and binocular fusion are not mutually exclusive, and that full time occlusion is not necessary if a clear retinal image is established in early infancy. These papers are important as they document that good visual acuity and binocular vision are obtainable through aggressive treatment (Fig 1).

What about older children with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts?

When an older child presents with a unilateral cataract it can be difficult to know whether the cataract was there during the critical period and, if so, to what extent the cataract interfered with visual development. Often, the clinician is unsure whether it is worthwhile removing the cataract in a child who presents late after the critical period of visual development. Should we be aggressive in treating these children who present late with presumed unilateral congenital cataracts? This time the answer is sometimes. Kushner reported relatively good results after surgery for monocular juvenile cataracts of undetermined onset. In the study of Wright et al all patients presented after 10 months of age and were treated with lensectomy and aphakic contact lenses. Eighteen patients underwent surgery for a unilateral cataract and, of these, approximately 40% obtained a visual acuity of 20/60 or better. Unilateral cataracts having an especially good
cataract, the red reflex, and the retinal view by direct ophthalmoscopy. Morphological signs of a visually significant cataract include a cataract in the central visual axis larger than 3–4 mm, a posterior cataract, and a cataract which is confluent without clear zones between areas of opacity. Patients who have punctate opacities with intervening clear zones often develop good visual acuity without surgery (Table 2). If direct ophthalmoscopy shows that retinal details can be seen clearly, then it is often best to observe rather than operate.

### Table 2  Morphological signs indicating that the cataract might need surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operate</th>
<th>Observe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 4 mm</td>
<td>&lt;3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central opacity</td>
<td>Peripheral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior opacity</td>
<td>Anterior opacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confluent</td>
<td>Punctate with clear zones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

Today, with modern paediatric anaesthesia and microsurgical techniques, the risks of cataract surgery is low and there is much to gain with aggressive treatment. Not all children treated aggressively will obtain that lofty goal of good visual acuity and binocular vision, but it is guaranteed that without aggressive treatment virtually all children with a visually significant cataract at birth will end up with a blind eye and strabismus. Critical to success is early detection by the paediatrician using the red reflex test to screen babies in the newborn nursery, and a rapid response from the ophthalmologist. Only through an aggressive treatment approach can we hope to improve our results, and help our children with congenital cataracts. Our decisions regarding the treatment of paediatric patient should not be taken lightly as they have powerful long term ramifications.
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L Amaya, L Cassidy, K Nischal, Isabelle Russell-Eggitt

Ophthalmologists agree that early, adequate, and aggressive treatment is the only way of getting good visual results in patients with unilateral congenital cataract. What is not agreed is which patients, if any, require treatment and what the surgical/optical correction methods should be.

Aggressive treatment includes early referral, preoperative investigation, surgical management, and multidisciplinary postoperative management of the optical correction and amblyopia treatment. Each of these stages requires highly trained personnel, significant cost, and teamwork. The core team members are not just the professionals but those they are working for—the patient and the family.

Many patients will benefit from aggressive treatment and in our unit the majority of parents opt for treatment, while for others aggressive intervention brings only frustration and failure.

Consent

The decision whether or not to treat a monocular cataract is not the surgeon’s, it belongs to the parents of the affected baby. The parents need to understand that the treatment is not just a surgical procedure, but that it involves patching, and use of some form of optical correction for many years. They must understand the meaning of amblyopia and the importance of achieving a regular, constant, and maintained regime for years together with the implications of the risk, cost, and inconvenience. All the facts must be clear to the parents and presented to them in a way that they can understand, acknowledging the impossibility of any professional giving a totally “spin free” opinion to the parents.

Any decision made by the parents should normally then be considered the correct one, and the ophthalmologist must reinforce the parents’ final position; it may be the case that...
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many babies and their families are best left uncorrected, and parents must understand that treatment like many other clinical conditions, is not mandatory. Surgery is, of course, indicated if parents wish, even if for cosmetic reasons only. In our experience, the majority of parents are keen to have the cataract treated, and are also willing to try the essential occlusion and optical correction. Even though good visual results can be achieved if treatment is started early, they are not invariable. The norm is probably that less than 50% of patients treated for unilateral congenital cataract achieve a good functional result. Though there are many published series with a large proportion achieving good acuity results and even isolated cases that have achieved binocular vision, these are the exception, and only come from the most expert centres. Parents must be aware of this before making any decision.

The fact that the vision of the phakic eye can be affected by amblyopia treatment (with a reduction of visual acuity or contrast sensitivity, even if small) needs to be addressed as well. It should be clearly explained to the parents that the surgical procedure has risks: endophthalmitis, postoperative glaucoma, retinal detachment, or the need for further surgical procedures. Strabismus is an expected outcome in unilateral congenital cataract, even when the final visual acuity is good.

When a child has multiple handicaps in addition to a monocular cataract, life expectancy is limited, or the patient's general health is unsatisfactory, surgery may be unjustifiable in the parents' view. Not all patients with unilateral cataract have adequate access to specialised medical institutions with experienced professionals. Often, only those patients with ready access to major centres can afford the constant, regular, and prolonged treatment. A large proportion of babies in developing countries do not have access to these facilities and treatment is virtually impossible. Usually the social and economic conditions are such that treating a monocular cataract is not worthwhile; for many of these families just surviving is a struggle.

The parents should be made aware that if the visual prognosis is poor, surgery, optical correction, and occlusion will be unlikely to result in the goal of good acuity but the risks remain the same. Cataract surgery in a child with associated optic nerve or retinal disease and abnormal flash VEPs is not going to improve vision and is it fair to subject an extremely ill child who may not survive to surgery and occlusion? Severe mental retardation with behavioural problems where children will not easily comply with occlusion therapy and, most importantly, parent/carer motivation are also factors that the parent needs to consider when making the decision. If the parents do not fully understand and are not fully committed to persevering with postoperative treatment of amblyopia, then surgery for unilateral cataract is not worthwhile. for unilateral cases where other structures of the eye are damaged, such those patients with monocular toxoplasmosis or cytomegalovirus that are very likely to have macular scarring or optic nerve atrophy, surgery would not be considered helpful by most parents unless for cosmetic reasons. Where profound amblyopia is certain, treatment is not indicated for visual gain but may still be done for other indications.

Sometimes—for instance, in posterior lenticonus which may have a late onset of cataract formation—although the cataract may be marked the eye may have a good potential for improvement of vision after surgery, optical correction, and occlusion. Occasionally, inspection of the red reflex in old photographs may give a clue to the possibility of an unexpectedly good prognosis.

Parents usually want to know what happens to the cataract if left untreated. Many cataracts are mild and don't change with time. A few, untreated, reabsorb spontaneously as in rubella, persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) or certain syndromes. Occasionally they may swell, inducing pupillary block and glaucoma. When associated with PHPV, traction of the ciliary processes may displace the lens and iris anteriorly, causing angle closure glaucoma.

Our main purpose as ophthalmologists is to act in the main interest of the child as an adviser to the parents, and a good level of vision in a monocularly affected eye may not necessarily represent a benefit for the child's life as a whole. So our answer to “should we aggressively treat unilateral congenital cataracts” in our opinion is: “Sometimes!”

Preoperative evaluation

Ideally, the investigation of the child with unilateral congenital cataracts is undertaken by the ophthalmologist, a paediatrician, and sometimes a geneticist, a dysmorphologist, a counsellor or vision development team, and a developmental paediatrician. The first role of the ophthalmologist is to see if the problem is a purely ocular one not requiring the involvement of a paediatrician. The parents and any siblings should be examined, preferably dilated and with a slit lamp, even in the absence of a positive family history. The paediatrician may need to assess the overall development of the child, look for the presence of any dysmorphic signs, or signs of metabolic or other disease.

There is no need to carry out a battery of biochemical or other tests in every case: the paediatrician should direct further investigations appropriately. Treatment of unilateral congenital cataract is indicated only if the visual function of that eye is affected enough to interfere with normal visual development. Careful and sometimes repeated visual assessment is essential; in partial cataracts the decision is more difficult than in total ones.

The qualitative assessment of fixation pattern of each eye is most commonly used as the basis for the decision whether or not to operate. Whether it is central, steady and maintained, whether there is nystagmus, and whether the child has fixation and re-fixation reflexes with the affected eye appropriate for
his age are essential observations. An infant, even with a total cataract, especially if it is acquired, may fix a light normally, despite being effectively blind to solid objects, so the choice of targets is critical. It is most important not to be influenced by the density or extent of the cataract on ophthalmoscopy: it is very misleading and can either underestimate or overestimate vision. Based on optical principles, the ophthalmoscopic optical density or extent of the cataract is never a reliable method of judging whether surgery is indicated in equivocal cases and in more dense cataracts the answer is obvious.

There are two main ways of measuring acuity used in preoperative assessment. Visually evoked cortical potentials (VEPs) to transient patterned stimuli, or “steady state” or “swept” VEPs. They have been successfully used to measure preoperative and postoperative acuities; although they suffer the disadvantages of cost and require very substantial expertise, they are the only way of measuring vision without the need to observe eye movements, and they may be more suitable for less cooperative and less attentive infants. Flash VEPs may be useful in complete cataract to establish the gross integrity of the neural visual pathways. Forced choice preferential looking (FPL) is now commonly used in clinics managing patients with congenital cataract. The method requires meticulous technique if it is to be reliable, but with appropriate training, it can be performed by a wide variety of personnel and it is relatively inexpensive.

If the vision of the infant is good enough, active management is best postponed until the child is older, as it may be possible at the later age to carry out a more satisfactory optical correction, as the change in power of an eye becomes less. To be sure of the best course for the individual, careful, and sometimes repeated, visual assessment is mandatory. The presence of a partial unilateral cataract, whatever its effects on measured vision, should prompt the doctor to consider occlusion treatment even if surgery is not decided on at that stage for whatever reason.

The use of mydriatics is rarely helpful as in the long term the effects on accommodation and glare are significant limiting factors. Optical iridectomy has few indications in the management of unilateral congenital cataract today.

**Surgery and optical correction**

Cataract surgery is essentially a way of providing a clear visual axis for the optical correction that is essential for amblyopia treatment. Contact lenses are the standard optical correction in the majority of centres so surgery is directed to ensuring a clear visual axis. Lens aspiration is often performed, often with an intraoperative posterior capsulorhexis or capsulectomy, together with a vitrectomy as this procedure allows secondary intraocular lens implantation if a sufficient amount of posterior capsule has been left to support the lens. Lensectomy is performed frequently but since little posterior capsule is left there is little capsular support for the lens. This necessitates the use of a contact lens or a suture fixated intraocular lens; the latter has not stood the test of time in children.

The implantation of intraocular lenses in very young babies is becoming a more widespread practice; they are the treatment of choice in children over 2 years. The optical advantages of pseudophakia over aphakia are substantial and the risks when the operation is performed by a surgeon experienced in infant surgery and implantation are containable. Spectacles or contact lens overcorrection is usually indicated for the residual refractive error and the use of bifocals to allow a near/distance correction. Mostly, the power of the implanted lens is chosen to predict the loss of hypermetropia as the child grows (Fig 1).

**Amblyopia management**

The major issue in the management of uniconular cataract is the amblyopia. There are still centres and countries where management of uniconular cataracts is as it was in the 1970s and earlier. Later studies demonstrated that very early treatment could give better visual results and in the 1990s it was concluded that occlusion treatment of the amblyopia more than any other factor determined the visual outcome. Before the critical period early deprivation does not affect vision. Early and continued optical correction is mandatory if adequate visual results are to be accomplished. The clinician can discuss with the parents and ask if they are likely to be compliant with the optical and occlusion regime, and if the effort of going through the treatment will not affect the wellbeing of the family and the child. However, this cannot be predicted accurately and some families fail to comply. In most of these circumstances, parents at least have the satisfaction of having tried. Parents need to be aware in advance of this possible outcome, and must be prepared to know when to stop if their lives and the life of the child are profoundly affected. Situations where active management for unilateral cataracts is unlikely to benefit the child’s life are given in Table 1.

At our hospital, an occlusion regime has been instituted (see Table 2). Since excessive early occlusion may be associated with an increase in nystagmus and effects on the phakic eye, the child starts with occlusion of the phakic eye of 1 hour per day for each month of age.
Table 1 Situations where active management for unilateral cataracts is unlikely to benefit the child’s life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situations where active management is absolutely contraindicated</th>
<th>Situations where active management is relatively contraindicated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Life limiting systemic disease</td>
<td>(1) Substantial microphthalmos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Severe other ocular diseases—ie, ROP, tophalamplasmous, absent, flash VEP</td>
<td>(2) Severe PHPV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Parents refuse postop occlusion</td>
<td>(3) Symptomatic systemic disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Parents or child unlikely to manage postop occlusion</td>
<td>(4) Parents or child unlikely to manage postop occlusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Until the baby is 6 months old; from 6 months, the vision is monitored by preferential looking, and the amount of occlusion of the phakic eye is modulated, depending on the interocular difference
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David Taylor

While there are obvious differences in style between the two views expressed here on the management of unilateral congenital cataract, there are a large number of areas where there is agreement.

It is agreed that good acuity results are possible if the treatment is started early and is continued through to the end. A graded occlusion regime is important. There are some children who present later who may have an acquired visual deficit and who may benefit from active treatment. Not all unilateral cataracts are sufficiently visually significant to need treatment.

There is not agreement about how vision should be monitored, with the Californians relying on astute clinical observation of fixation patterns and the red reflex and the Brits eschewing the red reflex as a guide and relying on forced choice preferential looking. The use of preoperative bilateral occlusion is done in California but is not commented on by those across the Atlantic.

One side uses contact lenses to correct aphakia as their preferred method while implantation of an IOL is the treatment of choice for the other: it is not possible to have a consensus on this point and until there is a study carried out.

Great Ormond Street Hospital, London
WC1N 3JH, UK
D Taylor
lead ophthalmologist

Table 2 Great Ormond Street hospital occlusion regime for unilateral congenital cataract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occlusion regime for unilateral cataract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) The phakic eye is occluded 1 hour/day for each month of life* until 6 months of age. After 6 months occlusion depends on interocular difference (see 2–4 below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) 0–1/2 octave interocular difference in visual acuity, 50% of waking hours occlusion of phakic eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) 1–2 octaves interocular difference in visual acuity, 75% of waking hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) More than 2 octaves interocular difference in visual acuity, 100% waking hours (NB: To be reviewed every 2 weeks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A child aged 2 months is patched for 2 hours a day, a 3 month old child for 3 hours/day, etc.
that can clearly show the way forward, we shall have to rely on that old fallback of doctors—clinical judgment.

Writing a comment on two such views puts the author in the invidious and dangerously exposed position of being likely to sound as though he thinks he is Solomon, but it does offer the rare privilege of giving one’s own unfettered opinion!

I think that once the difficult discussions have been completed with the parents about whether or not treatment is in the best interests of the baby, and provided that they fully understand the risks and benefits, active management should be pursued vigorously if that is the parents’ wish. If the pretreatment discussions have been adequate, there will be a substantial number of parents who do not opt for treatment.

The vast majority of unilateral congenital cataracts have no systemic associations and collaboration with paediatricians is not usually necessary, although one needs to keep the possibility of systemic problems in mind. I do not use preoperative occlusion as the time before surgery is usually minimal. Surgery should be performed as soon as practicable but it is not now thought to be necessary to operate as an emergency. The IOL, at least for the time being, should be a one piece PMMA lens because the material has stood the test of time, and despite some disadvantages, is still the safest choice. Publications that extol the virtues of many more modern materials have usually missed the point: it is not a short term technical feat that should be being achieved but a lifelong way of improving the child’s life with minimal risk and maximal benefit.

If aphakia is chosen then daily wear contact lens treatment is the best way of achieving good vision, with the lens power chosen for near fixation. The parent training and contact lens management is ideally carried out by a paediatric optometrist or ophthalmologist member of the team.

I think that the most difficult part of the whole treatment is the occlusion and the parents need help and support from the beginning, when it is easy, to the end, often when the child is 10 or more years old, when it can be very difficult. The commonest cause of failure is failure of compliance with occlusion.

There is no “best” way, just as there is no best chef or best novelist—each ophthalmologist develops individual management methods; the only goal is the improvement of the child’s life by compassionate understanding and teamwork.
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